Abstract. Let L n+k n be the mod 4 stunted lens space L n+k /L n−1 . Let ν(m) denote the exponent of 2 in m, and φ(k) the number of integers j satisfying j ≡ 0, 1, 2, 4 (mod 8), and 0 < j ≤ k. In this paper we complete the classification of the stable homotopy types of mod 4 stunted lens spaces. The main result (Theorem 1.3 (i)) is that, under some appropriate conditions, L n+k n and L m+k m are stably equivalent iff ν(n − m) ≥ φ(k) + δ, where δ = −1, 0 or 1.
n+k /L n−1 and P n+k n = P n+k /P n−1 be respectively the mod 4 stunted lens space and the stunted real projective space. Let ν(m) denote the exponent of 2 in m, and φ(k) the number of integers j satisfying j ≡ 0, 1, 2, 4 (mod 8), and 0 < j ≤ k. Two stunted lens spaces L for some N . Classification of the stable homotopy types of stunted real projective spaces was begun by Feder, Gitler, and Mahowald in 1977 ( [7] ), and finished by Davis and Mahowald in 1986 ([4] ). For an odd prime p, the classification of mod p stunted lens spaces was recently finished by Gonzalez ([9] ). The classification of mod 2 r stunted lens spaces, in particular the mod 4 stunted lens spaces, has been a favorite subject of some mathematicians for many years ( [8] , [11] , [13] , [14] , [20] ). Let δ(n, k) and (n, k) be functions defined by the mod 4 values of n and the mod 8 values of k, as given by the following tables: The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we study the Adams operation Ψ 3 on KO-homology. Theorems 1.1-1.3 are proved in section 3 assuming sections 4-6. Results in section 4 on J-homology and coextension will be used in section 6 . In section 6, we study the triviality of the compositẽ
where a, c, t are positive integers, and b ≥ 0 is an appropriate integer such that L 2n+1 2n−b is S-reducible, while β t is the generator of ImJ on a t-stem. In section 5, we study the Adams filtration ofβ 8b−1 . As in [4] , the determination of whether the elementβ t is null-homotopic will be crucial. J-homology, Adams spectral sequence (ASS), and Mahowald's table 8.1 in [16] , will be used actively.
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KO-homology
Lemma
Proof. Notice that (ii) is dual to (i). For (i), we have (3
Let L ∞ be the mod 4 infinite lens space with a CW -structure as indicated in
, where deg u = 1 and deg v = 2, satisfying (
; Z) is a monomorphism Z 2 →Z 4 , and ρ * :
would be an isomorphism because f is of degree 1 on the bottom cell. But it is not since f is of degree 2 on the top cell.
We assume in the following that L n m is the base point if m > n. Suppose p is either the composite 
Proof. The orders of the claimed elements follows from Lemma 2.4.
is the standard projection. In this case L 
. Theorem 2.7. Suppose n ≡ 0 (mod 4), and m ≥ n + 4.
(i) The Adams operation
where
, where survives to E ∞ when p + q ≡ 0 (mod 4), the morphism
is injective when n ≡ 0 (mod 4) and m > n. Thus Consider (iii). First we have
where A ≈ Z 2 if j − n even, and 0 otherwise; and
and is in the image of the projection 
, n < n. With an appropriate n and using (i), we can assume that the image of
Then (ii) follows from the fact that x is of CW -filtration 4n + 1.
Proofs of theorems

It is known that if
and L
2B+k 2B
are Thom spaces of J-equivalent vector bundles, therefore a stable equivalence exists. We call a stable equivalence obtained in this way an equivalence (5), to distinguish from those four equivalences in Theorem 3.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.
is not S-coreducible if n is odd, and L n+k n is not S-reducible if n + k is even. So (i) is immediate when k = 1. By Steenrod operations, and noting that by Lemma 2.5 the order of λ k is 2 when k = 2, 3, we
Hence we have (ii).
is S-coreducible, so the inequalities follow from (ii). Conversely, if the inequalities in (iii) are satisfied, then an equivalence (5) (
We call a stable equivalence given by Theorem 3.2 (j), an equivalence (j). Assuming the above theorem, we can complete the sufficiency in Theorems 1.2, 1.3. , the top cell, the top two cells, top three cells respectively, we have the desired equivalences for k = 6, 5, 4.
Proof of the sufficiency in
(
, then remove the top cell and the bottom cell from both sides of that equivalence. If k = 6, remove the bottom cell from both sides of an equivalence L
given by an equivalence (1) given by an equivalence (1). 
Proof of Theorem 3.2.
Maps will be stable here.
is the diagonal map, we have a map
. We may assume 4(n−m) ≥ 0. Since ν(4n − 4m) ≥ 4b + 3, by Theorem 2.6 (iii), there is a stable vector bundle η over S 8b+4 such that p
where β is the image ofη under the J-homomorphism π 8b+4 (BO)→π s 8b+3 , thus β = aβ 8b+3 for some integer a. Let f 3 be the composite
.
Taking a CW -approximation of f 3 , we get a map
where CM is the cone on the mod 4 Moore space
is not S-reducible, by Theorem 1.1, we have ν(4m + 8b + 8) ≤ 4b + 3. Thus by Lemma 6.2, the top part of the 3-part wedge splits off. By Lemma 5.7, the next to top part CM also splits off. Consequently we have a projection
which is the identity on the part L 4m+8b+7 4m
. Let
∪ 2β e 4m+8b+4 ).
Taking the S-dual of f 5 , we have a map
is not S-coreducible, ν(4n) ≤ 4b + 3. By Lemma 6.2, the composite S −4m−2 2β
, which is an equivalence below the top cell. We claim it is an equivalence.
If ν(4n) = ν(4m), then it follows from Lemma 5.11 (ii). Since ν(4n−4m) ≥ 4b+3, the only possible case that ν(4n) = ν(4m) was when
which would imply one of the original stunted lens spaces is S-coreducible.
when ν(4n − 4m) ≥ 4b + 2. If both ν(4n) and ν(4m) ≥ 4b + 3, then an equivalence follows from case (1). Suppose ν(4n) ≤ 4b + 2. By the diagonal map and then a CW -approximation, we have a map
where β = aβ 8b+3 for some integer a. By Lemma 6.1, the top part of the 2-part wedge splits off, and we have a map
be the dual of f 2 . By Lemmas 6.4 (iii), 6.5 (ii), and with an argument as in the previous case, we see that g :
which is an equivalence below the top. If ν(4n) = ν(4m), then an equivalence follows from Lemma 5.11 (ii). Since ν(4n − 4m) ≥ 4b + 2, the only possible case that ν(4n) = ν(4m) is when
If ν(4n) and ν(4m) both > 4b + 2, then the one of the original stunted lens spaces was S-coreducible.
when ν(4n − 4m) ≥ 4b. First assume b > 1. By taking the diagonal map and then a CW -approximation, we have a map
where β, β are respectively multiples of β 8b−1 , β 8b . By Lemma 6.1, the top part e 4n+8b+1 1 splits off, thus we have a map
and f :
be the appropriate restrictions of f 2 .
We can view L 4n+8b+1 4n
as the complex
Let ξ be the real Hopf bundle over P 8b . Since ν(4n − 4m) ≥ 4b, both 4(n−m)ξ and 2(n−m)λ 8b−1 are trivial. Thus we have an equivalence f : P 4n+8b 4n
by the S-coreducibility of P
and the map
Consider the diagram
where α , α are the attaching maps for the top cells of P 
, which is null-homotopic because f extends to f . Here the commutativity of the middle and the right squares is immediate, while the left follows from the existence of f . Hence f 3 extends to a map f 4 :
, which is an equivalence on (4n + 8b)-skeletons, by Sq 2 and Lemma 5.11 (i). On the other hand, it is well known that the first morphism in the exact sequence
is 0 since β is a multiple of β 8b−1 .
. Taking the S-dual of g as in the final stage of (1) or (2), using Lemmas 5.10, 6. Case (a). Suppose both n and m are odd. Taking the diagonal and then a CW -approximation, we have a map
)). split off, and we have a map
Just as in (1), taking the S-dual and using Lemma 6.1, we have a desired equivalence. Case (b). Suppose both n and m are even. By S-duality, the statement that
when ν (8(A − B) ) ≥ 4. By Case (a) and S-duality, we have an equivalence g 0 : L
of Thom spaces. Let g 2 be the composite
. Taking a CW -approximation, we have a map
By Lemma 5.2, the top part of the 2-part wedge splits off, so we have map
inducing an isomorphism on H * (−; Z 2 ) when restricted on the part Σ when ν(4n − 4m) ≥ 4b + 1. Suppose b ≥ 2. By S-duality, we can assume that both n and m are even. As in (1), the diagonal map gives a map where β = aβ 8b−1 for some integer a. Let
Taking a CW -approximation of f 3 , we have a map
where CM is the cone on the mod 4 Moore space M = S 4m+8b ∪ 4 e 4m+8b+1 . By Lemma 6.3 (i), the top part of the 3-part wedge splits off. By Lemma 5.2, the next to top part also splits off. Thus we have a map 
be the map obtained by restricting f 5 on the (4n + 8b − 1)-skeleton.
As in (4), f 6 α 1 = 0 in homotopy. Since ηβ 8b−1 = β 8b by [16] , and 4β 3 = η 3 , we have 4β 3 β 8b−1 = η 3 β 8b−1 = 0. So the first morphism in the exact sequence
is null for X = S 4n+8b+2 . It is also null for X = N by Lemma 5.2. Thus both f 6 α 2 and f 6 α 3 are null-homotopic, and f 6 extends to a map over L 4n+8b+3 4n
which can be required to be an equivalence by Lemma 5.11.
Suppose b = 1. By S-duality, we can assume that both n and m are odd. Thus both ν(4n + 12) and ν(4m + 12) ≥ 3. Using Lemma 6.3 (ii), and as for the case b ≥ 2, we can find an equivalence f 6 : L 4n+11 4n
J-homology and coextension
According to [5] , the stable Adams operation ψ 3 : bo→bo is defined and ψ 3 − 1 : bo→bo lifts to Σ 4 bsp. Let θ : bo→Σ 4 bsp be the lift and J its fibre. There is a long exact sequence
Use the fact that π t (bo) = π t (KO) ⊗ Z (2) if t ≥ 0, and is 0 otherwise; while π t (Σ 4 bsp) = π t (KO)⊗Z (2) if t ≥ 4, and is 0 otherwise, we can compute bo * (X) and bsp * (Σ 4 X) and θ * : bo * (X)→bsp * (Σ 4 X) in some cases. For example, if X = P 2n , then both bo 4j−1 (X) and bsp 4j−1 (Σ 4 X) are cyclic and θ * sends a generator to 2 ν(j) g, where g ∈ bsp 4j−1 (Σ 4 X) is a generator, this is because (ψ 3 − 1)(x) = 2 ν(j)+2 x (mod 2 ν(j)+3 ) in bo 4j−1 (X) and the projection bsp 4j−1 (Σ 4 X)→bo 4j−1 (X) is injective with image divisible by 4.
Let J : π k (SO)→π 
Lemma 4.2. Let b ≥ 2 (i), and b
Proof. We just show (i) and (ii). The proofs for (iii) and (iv) are similar.
Consider (i). Since b ≥ 2, there is a natural isomorphism 
) is surjective by exactness. This together with the fact that 2β is nontrivial in
, and (i) follows.
Consider (ii). Note that the composite 8 , which implies that β 8b−1 is not hit by θ * . However, bo 4A+8b−1 (P 4A+6 4A−2 ) ≈ Z 16 , hence β 8b−1 is hit by θ * .
Let E r (X) be the E r term in ASS for π * (X). Given x ∈ π * (X), let A(x) be the Adams filtration of x. Let A k (π * (X)) be the subgroup of π * (X) of classes of Adams filtrations ≥ k. = T (mξ), where ξ is the real Hopf bundle over P 8c+7 . Then mξ is stably trivial over P 8c−1 . As in Theorem 2.6 (i), there is a stable vector bundle η over S 8c corresponding to a gen- such that g * is injective on H * (−; Z 2 ). By the diagram,
n−8c−7 ) we have ∂(e 0 ) = x with e 0 = g * (ι). This completes the proof. Proof. Consider the exact sequence 
we see that each nontrivial element of E The filtration 4 maps between real stunted projective spaces are studied in detail in [6] , [15] and [17] . In the next lemma, c, i and ι are the collapse map, the inclusion and the identity. (ii) [ of Thom spaces, which is of degree one on the bottom cell. Then the surjection follows from the fact that KO 1 (S 8(n+1) ) = 0 in the exact sequence below
Lemma 5.5. Let b be an integer. Suppose both f and g make the diagram
commute, where i and p are respectively the inclusion and the projection.
Proof. The first factoring follows from the fact that the restriction of f − g on X n is null, while the second factoring is implied by p(f − g) = 0.
Lemma 5.6. There exists a map
There is a map such that the diagram
commutes. By Lemma 5.5, the map h = 2 − ρ is the desired. where the bottom class corresponds to s = 4b − 1. The chart for E 2 (P n−8b+1 n−8b−6 ) can be obtained by using the pre-spectral sequence (PSS, [16, p. 26 
and repeatedly using [16, →T (η). Taking the diagonal and then a CW -approximation, we have a composite
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where the restriction of
is exactly f 0 as given above, and
Let g 1 and g 0 be the S-duals of f 1 and f 0 , α 1 = ∂ 0 (ι). By S-duality, and as in Lemma 5.1, we have
In general, let a = i − 4b − 1, and consider the composite
is the smash product of 2 a copies of
. Taking a CW -approximation and repeating the preceding argument, we have
where 
→T (η) be a map of the Thom spaces. Taking the diagonal and then a CW -approximation, we have
Since π 7 (S 0 ) is generated by β 7 , ν(m/2) ≥ 4 and (f 0 ) * is injective on H * (−; Z 2 ), we see that a is odd in the following
by Sq 8 . This implies that the attaching map α indicated below
So in this case time (5.9) becomes
where x 0 is in the image of π n−1 (S n−16 )→π n−1 (P n−1 n−22 ) induced by the degree one map from S n−16 to the (n − 16)-cell of P
For 6 ≤ i ≤ 9, we have
where a = i − 5 and
Since each element in π n−1 (P 
Proof. Notice that the boundary 
m+k is an equivalence, we can view tα 2 (thus tα 2 ) as the attaching map for the top cell of Σ n−m L m+k . Write tα 2 as α 2 . Then α 2 = g * (α 1 ), and (i) follows.
Consider (ii). Let 0 ≤ d < k be an integer satisfying
induced by g, and the diagram
).
Suppose ν(m + k + 1) = ν(n + k + 1). As in Lemma 5.1, then ∂ i (e 0 ), i = 1, 2, and g * (∂ 1 (e 0 )) are the classes corresponding to
). Therefore g (and hence g) must be of odd degree on the top cell.
If g is an equivalence, then so is g . We have g * (∂ 1 (e 0 )) = ∂ 2 (e 0 ). This implies ν(m + k + 1) = ν(n + k + 1).
Triviality ofβ t in (1.4)
In this section, we study under some appropriate conditions the triviality ofβ t in (1.4) for β t = β 8b−1 or β 8b+3 .
). 
(ii) There is an integer i with 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 such that 2 i β 8b−5 coextends to a map
are null-homotopic.
Proof. Part (iii) is just a corollary of (i) and (ii).
Consider (i). Let β = β 8b−1 . By Lemma 4.
) that is from a nontrivial element 
is surjective when 0 ≤ t ≤ 6. By repeatedly applying Lemma 4.3 (i) and (ii), we have the desired coextension
). Consider the Adams spectral sequences for π * (L ) and notice that
By [16, 
4A−2 ), so those homotopy classes which v 2 , v 3 and v 4 converge to, can not be in the image of ∂ 1 .
, we see that ∂ 1 (x 1 ) corresponds to 2v 1 , and hence
) because η(x 1 ) = 0, while η is injective on the subgroup generated by classes corresponding to v 2 , v 3 and v 4 . Here η = β 1 .
Consider
is from the top cell of L , where ν(n) = 4b + 2. Since P n+8b+7 n = T (nξ), where ξ is the Hopf real line bundle over P 8b+7 , and ν(n) = 4b+2, there is a stable vector bundle η over S 8b+4 corresponding to a generator of KO(S 8b+4 ) ⊗ Z (2) and nξ = p * (η), where p is the projection = ΣT (2Bξ), where ξ is the real Hopf bundle over P 3 . There is a stable vector bundle η over S 2 corresponding to the generator of KO(S 2 ) with p * (η ) = 2Bξ. So we have a map f 1 : P
2B+3 2B
→T (η ) = S 2B ∪ η e 2B+2 inducing a monomorphism on H * (−; Z 2 ), where η = β 1 . Thus (i) follows by duality.
The first half of (ii) is from [4, Lemma 6] by applying the map i 0 . Consider the second half. In the ASS, the chart for E where u is in the position (t − s, s) = (4A + 8b + 2, 4b) and 2u corresponds to z in homotopy. Since (ρi 0 ) * induces zero morphism on H * (−; Z 2 ), we have A(ρ(i 0 )(w)) ≥ 4b + 1. Putting ρi 0 (w) into J * (−), we see A(ρi 0 (w)) = 4b + 1. Thus (ρi 0 ) * (w) must be z.
Consider (iii). Lemma 4.2 (iv) implies that i 0 w is null in J 4A+8b+2 (P 
